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Your puzzle won't try to find funny things in Las Vegas – it will narrow down your options. Fun Things to Do in Las Vegas Las Vegas is basically Disneyland for adults, so it's helpful to come up with your list of must-dos prepared. Here are our recommendations [viator_tour destination=684 type=3-mod]
Maks Ershov / Shutterstock.com Hit the Nightclubs Las Vegas is much more lively at night than by day, so focus on the nightlife if you're planning things in Las Vegas. The nightclubs here, each in their respective resorts, are among the best in the world. Deejays come from all over the world to shoot for
Vegas's party-loving crowds. Dress up in your sexy best and prepare to dance and drink the night away in some really impressive rooms. Your options include exclusive Hyde Bellagio, overlooking the famous fountains; opulent jewel in the aria; Celebrity Magnet 1 of a Kind (1OAK) in Mirage; massive
marquee in Cosmopolitan and many more. Randy Miramontez / Shutterstock.com See a Show When it comes to the performing arts, Las Vegas is an embarrassment of wealth. There are dozens of extremely high-profile productions here that draw some of the best talents in the world. Cirque du Soleil
hosts seven permanent shows (Mystére, O, Michael Jackson One, Zumanity, Ka, The Beatles Love and Mindfreak Live) on the Las Vegas Strip, each showing Olympic-level acrobats, beautiful costuming and heady music. Blue Man Group, for its part, is one of the best things in Las Vegas – it will drop
you with your jaw, and goosebumps everywhere. There's also the wonderfully quirky absinthe variety show at Caesars Palace, the magical Le Reve in Wynn, Channing Tatum's sexy Magic Mike Live at the Hard Rock Hotel and Inferno, a new fire spectacle in Paris Las Vegas. Plus the many famous magic
shows; Remember, Las Vegas is home turf for David Copperfield, Siegfried and Roy, Penn and Teller, Criss Angel, and Mat Franco. Ivanovich Oleg/Shutterstock Try your luck at the casinos in Vegas, almost every hotel has a casino, and almost every adult who travels here plays at least one hand.
Gambling is one of the most popular things to do in Las Vegas, thanks in part to this city's loose slots, endless poker and blackjack tables, spinning roulette wheels, 24-hour availability, free drinks as long as you play, and environment designed to keep you alert and engaged until late at night. The most
famous casino here is probably Bellagios, thanks to Oceans 11. But really, you'll have a similar experience almost anywhere you play – tension on the seat as a fast-playing dealer either throws chips away or pushes more towards you. Be warned, however: that house always wins refrain is not always true
– but usually it is. So You know what you're ready to play, then go away. William Ducklow/Shutterstock Go on a Hike With So Many Built Interiors in Las Vegas Many Travelers Forget That Outside Is One of the Most Spectacular Outdoor Environments in the World Mojave Desert, offers its rare and
wonderful southwestern landscape. Red Rock Canyon, a national nature reserve, is the best place to go on a hike, and we'd go so far as to say that visiting there is one of the best things in Las Vegas. Its more than two dozen trails range from super simple to super extreme. No matter what you choose,
you'll take fresh dry air, vast expanses of earthy tones that hit the sky, the smatterings of Joshua trees and a sparkling nightly spectacle right from the city's lights. Tupungato/Shutterstock.com Admire Art Seeing World Class Art by Famous Masters may not come to mind first when you brainstorm things to
do in Las Vegas. But if you know where to look, you can have art experiences here on an equal footing with the big cities of Europe. Start in Bellagio, whose entrance features a glass masterpiece by Dale Chihuly. The hotel's small gallery of fine arts displays rotating exhibits with works by Monet, Warhol,
Van Gogh and Degas. In Picasso, the fine-dining restaurant of the Bellagio, the many hanging originals of the restaurant's eponymous artist are pierced. Other art attractions in the city include the Centaur Art Gallery, where you can buy Rembrandts, Renoirs and Chagalls; the art of Richard MacDonald,
where masterful sculptures evoke the energy and emotion of Cirque du Soleil; the modern Metropolitan Gallery Las Vegas; and the lively Arts Factory. Kobby Dagan / Shutterstock.com Meet Animals animal lovers will find a lot of fun in Las Vegas. There is the huge Shark Reef Aquarium in Mandalay Bay,
flamingos at Flamingo's Wildlife Habitat and dolphins, lions and tropical birds in Siegfried and Roy's Secret Garden and Dolphin Habitat. Perhaps the most authentic wildlife experience in Las Vegas, however, is off the Strip at Springs Preserve, where the resident animals – Gila monsters, grey foxes,
cottontail rabbits – are native to the surrounding Mojave Desert and have a beautiful seasonal butterfly habitat. Oleg Anisimov / Shutterstock.com Party Poolside Hanging Out by a pool is one of the best things to do in Las Vegas. That's not because other options are boring - they're not. It's because Las
Vegas pools are much more exciting than anywhere else in the world. Sure, you can find relaxing pools in the city, but most are eager party scenes great to watch music, cocktails, food, cabanas and people. Wear your most stylish bathing gear and don't forget the SPF – the Mojave sun is nothing you
can't do anything with. Shutterstock Get a Spa Treatment Let's be honest, Las Vegas isn't exactly the most relaxing destination. It is full of nonstop stimulation, noise and lights. If you that you need a break from the eye-catching landscape and vibrant music, retreat to one of the city's dozens of resort
spas – almost every hotel has one. Las Vegas has perfected the art of creating spaces where people can be recharged and pampered. Book a massage, a facial or an enjoyable mani pedi. Mani-Pedi. Vegas spas use organic or local ingredients, and some will also make body art if you're ready to jump
back into the pool or nightlife scene. Rene Kohut/Shutterstock Play Golf Tee off at Topgolf Las Vegas, an eight-acre golf theme playground just behind the MGM Grand – there are 107 climate-controlled hit bays with interactive golf games for all ages, lounge seats and high-definition TVs. Topgolf's balls
are chipped, which means you can track the distance and accuracy of your hits. The four-story venue also features VIP suites, two cabanas pools, five bars, a concert hall, a callaway fitting studio and a retail store. For a more traditional golfing experience, visit Bali Hai Golf Club on the Strip south of
Mandalay Bay. vivooo / Shutterstock.com Take Flight Vegas visitors who want to catch some air can go to Vegas Indoor Skydiving, where you can equip yourself in a jumpsuit and step into a cylindrical chamber where 120 miles per hour of winds can push you up and you can experience the free-falling
feeling of jumping out of a plane. For those who prefer real skydiving across the Strip, Las Vegas Outdoor Adventures will teach you how to jump out of a helicopter. If you prefer to blow up your own body, go to the Xplozone trampoline park instead. [viator_tour target=684 typ=3-mod] More from
SmarterTravel: -Original reporting by Avital Andrews. Follow her on Twitter @avitalb. We choose everything we recommend by hand and select items through testing and reviews. Some products are sent to us free of charge, with no incentive to offer a favorable rating. We give our unbiased opinions and
do not accept compensation for the review of products. All items are in stock and prices are correct at the time of publication. If you buy something through our links, we can earn a commission. It's really easy to avoid the heat if you want to spend your whole day in a casino. Sit down at a blackjack table
and you won't feel the heat. They will stay cool. Unfortunately, you can lose a lot of money. In some cases, it is advisable to pursue a policy of gambling only when it is dark. It will save you a lot of money and force you to go looking for distractions. These diversions usually required you to be inside as the
summer months can be quite warm. The weather in Las Vegas can be ugly in the summer months when you're against the heat. Some people love it and you'll see them go down Las Vegas Blvd. with a drink in hand that looks like the scorching heat is their idea of paradise. So what do you do when you
take the brutal heat Loves? Check out these suggestions for staying cool in Las Vegas: If you happen to have the extra money to get a cabana at Encore Beach Club, the water, drinks and good company will help you forget the heat. Spend an afternoon at one of the best spas in Las Vegas. Join an
afternoon show like Mac King and laugh through the heat. How about a climate-controlled theme park? Theme park? Adventuredome at Circus Circus keeps you cool. The Forum Shops will help you stay out of the heat, but they could dig you into your wallet. Take a gondola ride in an indoor mall. Go to
Mt. Charleston.Serendipity 3 at Caesars Palace has a frozen hot chocolate that will invite the brain to freeze pretty quickly. Have a giant frozen margarita at Carlos 'n Charlies.Lounge in the Lazy River at Mandalay Beach. 01 of 04 Zeke Quezada Monday night at Cosmopolitan Resort the dive-in movies
are on and the experience is very Vegas. Continue to 2 of 4 below. 02 of 04 Luke Quezada There is actually a pool in TopGolf Las Vegas, so you can work on your game and stay cool in their climate-controlled hit bays or with a dip in one of two pools. Continue to 3 of 4 below. 03 of 04 Zeke Quezada
Treat yourself to a gelato to keep you cool in Las Vegas at Art of Flavors. Continue to 4 of 4 below. Thank you for letting us know! Know!
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